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Note of Thanks….
Thank you to everyone who dedicated their time and energy into the planning, preparation, participation
and evaluation of this year’s exercise. Your expertise and efforts are greatly appreciated.

Jenifier Bo
Boyer
Emergency Management Manager
Office of Genesee County Sheriff
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BACKGROUND
Among the many potential disasters we face toady, terrorists have become an increasing concern. The
bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City on April 19, 1995, dispelled the
myth that domestic terrorism could not occur in America. The events on September 11, 2001, brought
national attention to the threat of international terrorism. Since then, communities have improved their
preparedness for an array of terrorist scenarios, including chemical release, biological and agricultural
events, and bombings of every size. Although no events on U.S. soil have occurred since September 11,
2001, events in Spain and England, as well as throughout the Middle East, are stark reminders of the need
to remain vigilant in the fight against terrorism.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This exercise will test the response, coordination and communications between the City of Flint and
Genesee County first responders. The City of Flint is located geographically in the middle of Genesee
County and an incident of this size and complexity would immediately draw on the resources of the state,
county and surrounding municipalities.
The obligation to respond to emergencies initially lies with local government. Local resources are
normally closest at hand and can be activated almost immediately. Government’s capacity at any level to
protect its citizens, however, depends directly on the abilities of local organizations, individuals, and the
ability of the jurisdiction to act effectively in emergency situations. This is a difficult task. We must be
prepared to deal with the emergency locally for a period of time until we can get resources mobilized and
brought in from the outside to assist.
The exercise is designed to look at our existing local plans and procedures and apply them to an exercise
problem scenario to test and enhance our overall capability to deal with the event. The purpose of this
exercise is to provide participants with an opportunity to evaluate current response concepts, plans, and
capabilities for a response to an IED event. The exercise will focus on local emergency responder
command and control coordination, critical decisions, notifications and integrated local, State and Federal
assets necessary to save lives and protect public health and safety. The role of communications and public
information strategies will be critical to the overall response effort.

OBJECTIVES
Participants in the exercise will become more knowledgeable and comfortable with:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Their personal and agency roles and responsibilities in an event;
The roles and responsibilities of other agencies in an event;
Establishing Command and setting up unified command;
How communications will work most effectively between agencies;
Their Emergency Response Plan.
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GENESEE COUNTY IED EXERCISE SCENARIO
AND TIME LINE
It is Thursday, May 12th, 2011.
It is just another day at the City of Flint Water Plant, with the exception of a class field trip of Genesee
County students visiting the facility today. The weather has begun to warm up and it is sunny today with
SW winds 10-15 mph and a temperature of 56 degrees.
8:30 a.m. the students have just arrived.
8:45 a.m. the students (65-70) have started the tour of the front of the site.
9:00 a.m. there is an explosion at the front of the property and what appears to be smoke is coming from
Pump Station #4. An alarm has been triggered on the Water Plant SCADA system.
9:02 a.m. City of Flint 911 and County 911 are receiving calls from motorists on Dort Hwy and I-475
reporting a loud explosion on the east side of the expressway near the Stewart Ave exit.

FACILITIES ACITIVATED
Genesee County Emergency Operations Center
City of Flint 911 Center
Genesee County 911 Center
McLaren Emergency Operations Center
Hurley Emergency Operations Center
Genesys Emergency Operation Center
ARES Radio Control Room

EXERCIS PLANNING TEAM
Dave Ackley
Ray Barton
Collin Birnie
Ed Blight
Jenifier Boyer
Marcus Brown
Michael Chatterson
Carrie Edwards
Terence Green
George Krappmann
Al Lock
Dave Schreiber
Steve Todd

Genesee County 911
City of Flint Fire
City of Flint Bomb Squad
Genesee County Hazmat
Emergency Management
City of Flint Fire
Office of Sheriff – Paramedic Division
City of Flint Fire/EMS
Office of Sheriff – Paramedic Division
FBI - ATF
City of Flint Public Safety
Genesee County Medical Control Authority
City of Flint 911
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EMERGENCY EXERCISE PARTICIPANTS
Name

Agency

Dick Beauchamp
Lemuel Wells
Heather Baker
Jerry Baker
James Bowers
Robert Grieve
Pat Lamson
Jack Massimino
Doug Parkinson
Mike Schafer
Bob McDonald
George Krappmann
Mark Trombly
Pamela Coleman
Steven Todd
Al Lock
Linda Ryals Massey
Raymond Barton
Marcus Brown
Timothy Byrd
Ramsey Clapper
Stephen Cobb
James Coleman
Cynthia Earegood
Carrie Edwards
Krystal Fuqua
Jeremy Gilbert
Bob Hale
Gerald Hunt
Eric Imeson
Michael Keahey
Michael Lee
Wayne Lynch
Rahshemeer Neal
Robert Parrish
Edward Reynolds
Paul Rodriguez
Stewart Shoup
Charles Smith
John Smith
Clifton Williams
James Wright
Collin Birnie
Charlie Mitchell
Jim Mitchum
Brent Wright
Dave Ackley
Becky Dawson
Jamie Curtis
Kim Moore
Peggy Nolde
Mark Valacak
Leslie Lathrop-Turnbull
Scott Cruzen
Matt Frasher
Wayne Newman
Paul Romelis

American Red Cross
American Red Cross
ARES
ARES
ARES
ARES
ARES
ARES
ARES
ARES
FBI
FBI - ATF
FBI – ATF
Flint City 911
Flint City 911
Flint City Admin
Flint City Admin
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Fire
Flint City Police
Flint City Police
Flint City Risk Mgmt
Flint Water Plant
Gen Co 911
Gen Co 911
Gen Co Board Chair
Gen Co Equalization
Gen Co Equalization
Gen Co Health Dept
Gen Co Medical Exam
Genesys Hospital
Groveland Fire
Groveland Fire
Groveland Fire
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Name

Agency

Ed Blight
John Borysewicz
Don Buchler
Robert Fitzpatrick
Dorian Green
Jim Lincoln
John Orhme
Russ Riley
Greg Stockwell
Steve Sitar
Selina Alexander
Ed Benning
Norman Brunch
Lisa Coggins
George Aren
Marcia Heller
Chuck McDougall
Beverly McKenna
Connie Peters
Sue Rishmawi
Ray Weiderhold
Robert Pickell
Jenifier Boyer
Michael Chatterson
Terence Green
Dave Krish
Sarah Mack
Sandra McKenzie
Nick Walleman
Cassandra Blenenstein
Shawn Diamond
Kristopher Kelly
Tammy Hunt
Victoria Peoveca
Christopher Dugay
Timothy Harris
Andrew Smith
Stephen Cloos
Heather McAllister
Benjamin Kleinfelt
Angela Zanke
Mary Muhletner
Jeff Schuster

Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Gen Co Hazmat
Hurley
MTA
MTA
MTA
MTA
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Salvation Army
Sheriff
Sheriff – Emerg. Mgt.
Sheriff - Paramedic
Sheriff - Paramedic
Sheriff – Paramedic
Sheriff – Paramedic
Sheriff – Paramedic
Sheriff – Paramedic
Alliance Ambulance
Alliance Ambulance
Alliance Ambulance
DVA Ambulance
DVA Ambulance
MMR
MMR
MMR
Med Stat Ambulance
Med Stat Ambulance
Patriot Ambulance
Patriot Ambulance
Regional EMS
Regional EMS
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Name

Agency

Angela Berner
Bethany Cook
Gary Denman
Katie Dufresne
Steve Fearon
Luke Glomshin
Jenna Guiterrez
Richard Hallman
Brian Heater
Thomas Hickmott
Chris Hansen
Cassandra LaPratt
Troy LaPratt
Holly Leverton
Diana Liebold
Adam Pryor
Lisa Ranger
Keith Rumbold
Jennifer Turner
Jared Zygmontowicz
Michael O’Brien
James Parkin
Chuck McGlinchey
Kathy Mosholder

STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
STAT EMS
Swartz Ambulance
Swartz Ambulance
Universal EMS
Universal EMS
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EXERCISE EVALUATORS EVALUATIONS
On-Scene
M. BECKER & T. GENOVESE
● After initial response, incident became more organized.
● First units arrived and established perimeter.
● Communications were established with Emergency Operation Center through ARES and telephones.
● Resources were requested as needed.
● County and City EMS started working as a team and unified command at 9:38.
● Communication issues were prevalent, however Flint City was able to adapt and overcome.
● Big traffic bottle neck at entry point of scene.
● Two staging area’s were established, however not enough personnel to man both staging area’s.
● Bomb squad and Hazmat Team worked well with incident command.
● Patient tracking was established, all patients were accounted for in transport and at the hospitals.
● Patients were identified as contaminated and deconned.
● A lot seemed to be going on in a small area, better use of the space could have been utilized.
● Incident response was good and the incident was handled correctly. Location of incident command was
unknown to hazmat and police until well into the exercise. Separate fire, hazmat, and police command did
not transfer into a unified command until well into the exercise.
Genesee County Emergency Operation Center
E. ROHN
● EOC was established.
● EOC was appropriately staffed to meet incident demands.
● Any issues that on-scene was having were quickly routed to the EOC for support and help. Having the
right individuals in the EOC working as a team significantly helped in the problem solving for on-scene.
● Information was constantly updated and shared in the EOC with all individuals.
● E-Team was also conducted and maintained.
● Reverse 911 was utilized to inform residents within the area of the current exercise. During a real
emergency, Reverse 911 would have been utilized in the same manner only with an emergency message
to let people know whether to shelter in place or evacuate the area.
● Having the EOC pre-staged made it difficult for many as to when they were activated. EOC activation
and notifications could have been conducted.
● Issues in the beginning with communication patches between 911 centers.
● There was a little confusion as to who had authority to request activation of the EOC from the scene.
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PARTICIPANT’S EXERCISE EVALUATION AND CRITIQUE
Please answer the following questions and provide comments.
1. Are the exercise objectives clear and appropriate? 86% Yes
Comments –

14% No

- More information needed to be communicated to EMS.
2. Was the exercise of benefit to you and your agency? 93% Yes or 7 % No
Comments –
● Would like to see a yearly exercise.
● Shows benefits of assigning roles.
● Communications are key.
3. As a result of the exercise are you better prepared to deal with an event of this type?
86% Yes 14% No
Comments –
● Exercise allows us to focus on our weaknesses.
● First time participant, now knows role of agency and what items need to be improved.
● Was able to make corrections to past issued identified in previous exercises.
● Agency was able to experience the good and bad of Multi Casualty Incidents and how to be
better prepared and respond in the future.
4. What should have been added, deleted, or changed to make the exercise more useful?
● It was very difficult getting communications in and out of staging. There was not a pre-assigned
staging officer and limited personnel created staffing issues.
● Being dispatched and responding from individual bases would have been more realistic.
5. Please rate the exercise by circling the appropriate number.
1=Poor
4%

2=Fair
4%

3=Average
0

4=Good
88%

5=Excellent
4%

6. Please add any other exercise comments below.
● I felt the experience greatly benefited our agency.
● More participants from other area agencies and departments: police and fire.
● Need more participation from ARES/RACES group to fill needed positions.
● There were a few gaps in planning/communications, however agencies were able to adapt and
overcome issues.
● The Event was well organized.
● Most issues stemmed from radio communications, these issues are being worked out per agency.
● Incident Command wasn’t clear on scene, however many people were helpful.
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DEBRIEFING COMMENTS
City of Flint Fire
● City of Flint Fire had no access to 800mhz radios. Due to another fire, the individual responsible for
getting the cache of radios was pulled to an emergency. ARES (ham radio operators) were great
communications back up.
● There were issues at staging.
● Bottle neck of emergency response traffic at entrance. In a real situation Dort Hwy would be closed to
allow more room and safety of maneuvering personnel and vehicles.
● Lt. felt he needed more detailed information in regards to the scenario.
Hazmat
● Had issues with communications – on 800 system.
● Identified contamination
● Stopped leak.
● Decon was established.
EMS
City of Flint EMS
● Requested MCI notification be sent to all hospitals.
● Patients were sorted by walking wounded and then everyone else.
● Triage, Treatment and Transport areas were marked.
Sheriff’s Dept – Paramedics
● County was not requested during initial medical request.
● First 5-10 minutes the scene was a cluster
● MTA does not have 800mhz and posed communication problems when using as medical transport.
● Ongoing construction at intersection of incident made traffic issues worse.
● Provided good directions and communications.
● Due to lack of staging officer for EMS, county stepped in and filled the role.
Ambulances
● On-Scene check in was a cluster.
● Large confusion when request of ALS vs BLS rigs.
● Decon was established at alternate locations at hospitals, made confusing for arriving ambulances.
● No information pertaining to contamination or needed PPE when arriving to the scene.
● More information on patient labels was needed.
● No communications with anyone on scene.
● No clear commander, multiple individuals given directions.
● Traffic congestion with response vehicles, needed a clear enter and exit route.
Law Enforcement
● City of Flint simulated traffic and road blocks.
● 4 800mhz radios assigned to bomb squad. Heard FG09 load and clear, did not have 25PSW for police.
● Bomb Squad requested clear of radio traffic.
● Bomb Squad needed to have runner.
● Overall, everything went well.
● Bomb Squad worked well with ATF, communications went smoothly.
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Communications
Flint 911
● Police patch had some issues in the beginning. County couldn’t hear.
County 911
● Need to have enough radios for everyone.
● Patch is only as good as the weakest link.
● Need to know how to use the equipment.
● Need someone knowledgeable with communications to work with IC (Communications Officer).
● Flint City templates are outdated and need to be reprogrammed.
Emergency Operation Center (EOC)
● Cell phones don’t get signal. Landlines needed to be utilized.
● EOC Notification simulation poor.
● Need a better way to display record keeping information.
Hospitals
Genesys
● Had a lot of new people, focused on fundamentals.
● Maintain sustainability.
● Improving decon capability.
● “D” on everyone’s hand wasn’t communicated as DECONNED.
● Ribbons were used for triage instead of actual triage tags.
● DOA, all students that were transported were deconned regardless of DOA.
Hurley
● Was identified as the triage hospital, would like to refine that with med control.
● Incorrect transport delays patient care.
● Communications went well.
McLaren
● No ARES representative made it difficult for communications between Hurley and on-scene.
● Overall command staff had good experience.
● May need to look at changing the storage location of the decon tent for easier and quicker access.
Salvation Army
● Served 212 individuals.
● Had canteen’s at both the skill center and on-scene.
● Location of serving lunch was unclear.
Red Cross
● Had people standing by.
● Call went to Red Cross office need team when already at EOC.
● Felt a display screen in the EOC would be helpful in keeping track of the progression of the incident.
● Were not able to communicate back how many people were needed.
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FOLLOW UP ACTIONS
● Continue to promote NIMS and ICS training within the county to better prepare first responders for
large incidents.
● Though this was the first year a player handbook was utilized, there needs to be more information
concerning patient destination and overall exercise organization.
● Due to the requirement for first responders to wear safety vests, it is harder to differentiate between all
the vests who is Incident Commander. Need to figure a way to better identify Incident Commander.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Overall, participants did a great job. Every year we have new individuals participate from different
agencies in the county and I think it’s important that everyone get a chance to participate in an exercise of
this scale. There has been a lot of turn over of personnel at both the county and city and many individuals
played roles new to them. It was a great learning experience and helped not only show what our
weaknesses are, but also what we are good at.
There was a decision made by the hosting jurisdiction to keep the planning at a minimum to really
test the current capabilities we have. There was less scripting and more “real” response. Many participants
of command were not given notice of the drill until the morning of. This also made it difficult to know
who was playing what roles and inform the first responding agency what to “imagine” as they were
responding. Limitations of exercises such as not setting buildings on fire or releasing hazardous materials
can make response and reactions unrealistic to first responders and causes bumps in the response.
The exercises in Genesee County have come along way over the years and our response shows our
ability to organize and get the job done. In every large incident there will always be a cluster and mass
chaos in the beginning, its incident stabilization and reducing the time to get the response and scene
organized and under control that is key.
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